Automotive Case Studies

Rock Hill Nissan, Hudson Automotive Group
Objective

Pinckney

To develop a robust paid social plan that maximizes the return on investment for the
automotive dealership in question.

Obstacles

Prior to engaging with Pinckney, the dealership generated a poor return on
investment for their paid advertising efforts. Their ROAS (return on ad spend)
hovered a maximum of .5x their paid advertising investment. This was viewed as
an inefficient use of money and led to a negative perception of the effectiveness of
paid advertising in the eyes of the dealership.

Strategy

To maximize ROI, the Pinckney team created a three-part plan. First, we decided
to A/B test a number of offers using lead generation objectives. This helped us to
develop a proprietary list of targeting combining interests, demographics, and zip
codes. From there, we created a custom workflow to engage with the customer via
text and email once the lead generation form was completed. We supplemented
this workflow with a custom-coded, third-party application that syncs up directly
to Facebook’s API, pulls leads directly from Facebook, and uploads them into the
dealership’s CRM in ADF XML format. Finally, we tagged leads with the appropriate
offer to provide the sales team with valuable customer information prior to a followup call.

Execution

By creating a chain of triggered events whenever a new lead comes in, we were
able to minimize the downtime between the lead filling out a form of interest and
being contacted, as well as maximize the information the salesperson knew about
the lead before they made a phone call. Additionally, by coding engagement events
to happen via text and email, we were able to send further information about the
unique offers to the customer before the salesperson called them. The high level
of education on both the customer side and the dealership side enabled the sales
process to move much faster and much more efficiently.

Result

A $10,000 initial investment in Facebook advertising turned into $150,000 return for
the dealership, a 1,716% ROAS.

Automotive Case Studies
Quality Automotive
Objective

Pinckney

Develop a paid media strategy centered around boosting the sale of new and used
vehicles with an emphasis on dynamic retargeting for non-converters.

Obstacles

Creating the proper solution to advertise vehicle inventory dynamically on a 1:1
scale. Additionally, due to the dealership’s poor experiences with other agencies in
the past, ensuring we were hitting the right audiences was a major priority.

Strategy

We created custom-code webhooks that would link from a spreadsheet with all the
vehicle information to the platforms that we advertise on. In addition, we would
tinker with the pixel code to capture users who interact with VDP pages but didn’t
convert on page. Then, we retarget said users with a custom CTA for the specific
vehicle they looked at. Lastly, we sent leads directly to the dealership’s CRM in ADF
XML format with the specific vehicle the customer is interested in, so the sales team
knows exactly what to talk to the customer about.

Execution

Advanced coding combined with intuitive lead generation efforts enabled us to
generate a stream of leads that is scalable based on advertising spend. We were
able to fully achieve our goal of 1:1 dynamic advertising, and push these leads
accordingly into the CRM with the proper labels. This played into our overall lead
generation strategy of driving quality sales for both new and used vehicles.

Result

Internet ups, phone ups, and walk-ins all hit record highs for Quality Automotive
Group since joining the program. As a result, sales for each dealership doubled
three months after onboarding. Record leads, and record sales, and dominant
market share were recorded for this group. Most importantly, car sales increased
44% YoY and gross profit was up by 43%.

Automotive Case Studies
Bryson Morgan Group
Objective

Pinckney

Our objective was three-fold: to create and integrate a system for a better sales
process for digital leads, increase car units sold for specific vehicles, and drive
higher quality leads for used car sales.

Obstacles

Creating a uniform system that can be adopted across Bryson Morgan Group’s three
dealerships. This required working in tandem with the various data providers to
aggregate used car feed data. We also needed to help train employees on workflow
functionality to boost sales productivity.

Strategy

To build an enterprise system that would work with their CRM to pass leads, tag
them as “campaign”, and provide specific information about the customer’s intent. In
the past, leads generated from a digital marketing agency were put into their CRM
as “Internet Ups” without specific lead information. This would deflate the close rate
of the dealership as the salesperson would essentially be cold calling a warm lead.

Execution

Our system automatically parsed leads as “campaign” into the CRM of each
dealership under the Bryson Morgan umbrella. These campaign leads included
specific information about the customer, most importantly what vehicle or offer
they are interested in. On the front end, we set up an automatic engagement text
or email that would come from the BDC to the customer. This email or text would
engage the customer about the specific vehicle or offer they are interested in. It
would never be generic. We believed that personalization was key to driving quality
leads through the door. If it was a text, the customer’s response would be filtered
into the dealership’s chat system where a salesperson would immediately respond.

Result

Three months after implementation, each of the three dealerships spent
approximately $8,000 in digital advertising spend and generated over $70,000 in
revenue each month, with the highest month bringing in $110,000. This represents
an average return on ad spend (ROAS) of 900%. Overall lead volume increased
exponentially, and the close rate of these leads due to our smart system stayed
consistently high.

Automotive Case Studies

Myrtle Beach Kia & Myrtle Beach Chrysler Jeep
Objective

Pinckney

To optimize prospecting efforts of new customers, build workflow for smart
retargeting of potential customers who interact with VDP pages but don’t convert,
drive overall sales of new and used vehicles, and drive foot traffic into dealerships.

Obstacles

To create an efficient retargeting system that pushes traffic into the dealership,
understand the user journey from an experience standpoint in order to mimic
the journey in our marketing workflows, and to properly code all information so
it communicates with the backend of the dealership’s CRM in order to push leads
properly. Understanding the liquidity of video advertising costs and projecting out
the cost of the best inventory in order to spend the right amount to guarantee a
return on ad spend (ROAS) greater than 50x.

Strategy

Our strategy was to develop custom landing pages centered around various
offers we create in-house. Then, market these landing pages to fully-optimized
remarketing and prospect lists. Additionally, to create a smart engagement flow
for users that complete landing page form. We also strategized to set up offline
event tracking to measure foot traffic to store, and utilize YouTube and Facebook as
primary and secondary mediums for offer delivery.

Execution

Our optimized remarketing lists reached thousands of engaged customers who
previously didn’t purchase, enticed them with new offers, and ultimately drove them
either to engage with the dealership via a form fill or telephone call, or simply walk
into the door and redeem their offer. Our custom-built landing pages showed higher
engagement and conversion rate than the static pages of the dealership’s website.
Pushing our video ads out through YouTube and Facebook proved to be the most
effective play due to the high engagement and click-through rates.

Result

Over $200,000 generated from $12,000 in spend across the two dealerships,
representing a 1,566% ROAS, far exceeding our goal of a >50% ROAS. At its peak,
our efforts drove 400 unique users to the dealership per campaign in measured foot
traffic. All customers were automatically tagged into the CRM in ADF XML format
with the specific offer they were interested in. Close rates creeped up to the highest
they’ve been at the dealership. The ROAS generated represents the single most
efficient advertising spend for both dealerships across any initiative in their history.

